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POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! 
Please Note: The opinions expressed in ‘Letters to the Editor’ are those of Readers and contributors and do not necessarily express the opinion of our Publication. We reserve only the right to ‘edit for quality’ and the right to not publish letters intended for 

 
Dear Editor, 

Where are our Parsi boys 
& girls gone? A few years back 
we would see Parsi boys and 

area. Today we hardly see 
Parsis anywhere. Today we 
see young Parsis working 

hardly see Parsi boys and 
girls in attendance. At least  

… doing fashion designing, 
haircutting, airlines, etc. but 
what about Parsi boys? Are 

new generation taken it very 

in future our Parsi boys and 
girls will go astray when 
the new generation of Parsis 
will be called B.P.C. (Below 
Poverty Caste). 

Parsi Panchayat who has all 

our new generation tide over 
this crisis.
Aspi Aibara.

Dear Editor, 
“All these years we 

now our duty to give our 

of Nowroze Baug.”  

sides have been deteriorating. 
The structural condition is 

contributions were shared 
equally by residents and the 

necessary otherwise it will 
 

the Building line, drew an 

years ago which was 

Neville Wadia, Architect 

 

all the buildings of Nowroze 
Baug will not last long without 

a beginning on voluntary 
basis and interacted with one 
another, discussed thread 

of issues. After a lot of 
negotiations within and with 

issues, consensus is arrived. 

a historical day for Nowroze 

all the seven Trustees were 

Contractor who was also 

whether they are statutory 
tenant, Leave & Licensee or 

Contd. on Pg. 6

The Anniversary of Atash Padshah Saheb will fall on Monday 
6th May 2013, Roj Govad Mah Adar. To commemorate this 
auspicious occasion a Jashan Ceremony will be performed at 
9.30 am.
All Parsi / Irani Zoroastrians are requested to attend.

Salgreh of Adenwalla Agiary at Lonavala

On the auspicious occasion of the 133rd Salgreh 
(Anniversary) of our Atash Padshah Saheb on Roj Sarosh, 
Mah Adar, Wednesday, 1st May 2013, a Jashan ceremony 
will be held on behalf of the Trustees at 10.30 am. 
At 5.30 pm Huma Anjuman nu Jashan will be held followed by 
a Machi at 7.15 pm (Aiwishuthrem Geh). All members of our 
Community are welcome to attend the above ceremonies and 
seek the Divine Blessings. 
Those who wish to contribute towards the Anjuman 

Saheb - Ervad Rumi Bhandari. 

Seth Edulji Rustomji Soonawalla Agiary Salgreh

Dear Readers, 

Some people say “I am too old to change” and some people say “If I don’t change I 
won’t grow!” A quick browse through this edition of Parsi Times will tell you which 
category of ‘some people’ we belong to! 
To celebrate our 2 years the Parsi Times staff has spent the week enjoying your 
emails, poems, cards, drawings and letters and in between all that Birthday Wish 
Celebrating, we actually managed to pull together and add a fresh new look to some 

of our pages! 
So I present to you, if you will have it… Parsi Times 1.2 edition! Although we will not upgrade at the speed 
gadgets do (!), we begin here an effort to continuously keep our designs fresh and our content more and 
more reader friendly. 
New sections have made their way into our pages and we hope to hear and incorporate your feedback 
about them. 
Some time ago a reader suggested the addition of Mah and Roj to our front page (an effort toward a tiny 
Saturday Gujarati lesson for our pro English readers.) Sir, I haven’t managed to relocate your letter and 
thank you personally but wherever you are Thank you for the valuable suggestion!
Taking our successful Go Gujarati Classes one step further is our lesson on numbers (Pg. 21). 
P.T. is a collective of simple people who work together each week to create something extraordinary. 
Within our Community are people just like us, who work hard and deserve a nod of appreciation from the 
rest of us. Our new series ‘Pursuit of Happyness’ shifts the focus away from the conventional spotlight 
grabbers and rests it on other unsung and brilliant Com members. We enjoyed collecting their stories and 
we are certain, that what they do at their work will inspire Readers to follow suit. 
Enjoy our new look and the week ahead!

Freyan
(freyan@parsi-times.com)
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Irani Boy, aged 56, divorcee, handsome, 
youthful, well settled in Australia, 
Presently in India, Looking out for 
a girl, who should be importantly 
homely, with good personality willing, 

to settle abroad.
Please Contact 

(M) 09702994661 (Mumbai)
Email: ak.irani@hotmail.com

A Gambhar is being organized by Free 
Food Service Charitable Trust at Cama Baug  
(Big Otla) on Wednesday 8th May, 2013 from 
8 pm to 10 pm. Coupons regarding the same 
will be available with Kerawalla & Co. and 
Mahella Patel Agiary’s Sandalwood shop from 
Friday 3rd May, 2013 onwards.

Gambhar by Free Food Service Charitable Trust
NOTICE

23 year old, Cherag Desai who 
had suffered major injuries  due 
to  the motor bike accident on 

discharged from hospital. He had been 
admitted over 4 months ago and was in a 
coma for most of his stay.
Parsi Times  had appealed to our Readers  
for donations to help the boy’s family pay 
the hospital bills and now we are thrilled 
to report to all of you that he is out of the 
danger zone and on the road to a what we 
hope is a full recovery!
Thank You P.T Readers for all your help 
and concern.
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The sporting season and the energy has been high in 
Nowroze Baug with The Nowroze Baug Play Centre 
organizing Direct Volleyball and SEPAK tournaments. 

The tournaments have been going on since 13th April, 2013 
and have been sponsored by 
Zoroastrian Bank and Shree 
Yash Destinations. 
The response for Direct 
Volleyball was overwhelming. 
14 teams participated including 
Marazban Colony, C.J. Nowroze 
Baug, Gamadia Colony, Godrej 
Baug and Wadia Baug. The teams 
competed amongst themselves 
from which Marazban Colony A 
and C.J. Colony A have managed 

The Sepak Tekraw Tournament 
was an interesting game to 
watch with 14 plus teams giving 
their best shot leading to C.J. 
and Jer Baug making it all the 
way to the Semi-Finals.
Indirect Volleyball is scheduled 
to start from Monday 29th April, 

on Sunday 4th of May, 2013. The 
Schedule for the Finals is:

Cbank is changing with changing times. 
The 100 years young bank is in a 

continuous process of enhancing its marketing 
efforts. On April 11, 2013, the Bank inaugurated 

banking, resource mobilization, corporate 
communication and NID departments of the 
bank. Ewart house, which once had the Savings 
Department of the bank, has been re – modeled, 
renovated and revamped to suit the needs of 
marketing activities of the Bank. It has also been 
renamed as Sorabji Bhavan to honor Bank’s 
esteemed founder, Sir Sorabji Pochkhanawala. 

which will help the marketing team to come 
up with new exciting ideas to promote Brand 
Central Bank of India.  

It is a new age and Bank is present for all the 
existing and new customers with a promise to 
carry forward the legacy of 100 years with extra 
zeal and passion.

April 20th Saturday, 
Roj Khordad, Mah 
Adar Y.Z. 1382 our 

Nargol Poonjiaji Daremeher 
celebrated their  67th 
Salgreh. The day started 
off with a Machi in Havan 
Geh and a Jashan ceremony 
at 10 a.m. The  Jashan 
ceremony was performed 
by  Ervad Keki Panthaki, 
Ervad Nushir Govadia, 
Ervad Soli Panthaki, Ervad 
Zubin Fatakia. The Jashan 
was followed by a Ham-
Bandagi which was offered by 
all the priest and the devotees 
present. Chasni was offered to 
all.

A brief speech was 
given by Managing Trustee, 
Mr. Farokh Govadia. He 
enlightened the audience with 

the history & working of the 
Nargol Agiary, the expenses 
and income from interest on 
securities and the donations 
received. He expressed his 
regret for not being able to 
hold a Community Lunch 

funds and heavy outgoing 
expenses. Ervad. Darabshaw 

Naserwanji Govadia has 
bveen the oldest priest 
in the dadgah serving 
the Atash Badshah Saheb 
for 21 years.  Helper Mr. 
Firoze Patel has been here 
since 13 yrs making sure 
the Agiary is always kept 
clean and decorated very 
well and every occasion.

Mr. Jamsheed 

Poonjiaji (Patel) who happens 
to be the second generation 
of founding Poonjiaji family 
had given generous donation 
for upkeep of Agiary. People 
from all age groups were 
present for the Salgreh with 
great enthusiasm. 

Mr. Shapoorji Khandadia a 
permanent resident of Nargol 

spoke about the history of 
Sanjan and Poonjiaji Agiary. 
Soon devotees departed 
with satisfaction and good 
memories.

The Agiary has many 
visitors daily, but the 
number increases especially 
in the month of May and 
October.

The devotees went home 
feeling spiritually content. 

Salgreh of Nargol Poonjiaji Daremeher

 Time   Event
 7.00 pm   Throw Ball
 7.30 pm   Sepak
 8.00 pm   Direct Volleyball
 8.30 pm   Indirect Volleyball

HONOURED - Dinshaw Mehta, Chairman of  Bombay Parsi Punchayat presenting a 
memento to Mr. Adi Godrej after he was awarded the Padma Bhushan by the Government 
of  India at a felicitation program held at Cusrow Baug on Tuesday as Mr. Godrej Dotiwala 
(P.R.O. of  the B.P.P.) looks on. Eminent speakers Mr. Keki Dadiseth, Mr. Minoo Shroff, 
Dr. Farokh Udwadia, Mr. Nadir Godrej and Rev. Father Dr. Frazer Mascarehnas paid rich 
accolades to Mr. Adi Godrej on the occasion.
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The Lions Club of Cuffe 
Parade held a meeting 
at the J.J. Hospital Parsi 

Ward on 25th of April. Here 
two generous members of 
the Lions Club, Lion Vispi 
and Lioness Shirin Balsara 
donated One Lakh  Rupees to 
the J.J. Ward. Mrs. Arnavaz 
Mistry who is hands on with 
the patients there was present 
along with the Lions Club 

Members. Parsi Times Editor 
Freyan Bhathena was invited 
to attend the sweet morning 
funciton by Mrs. Roshan 
Balsara, P.R.O. of the Lions 
Club of Cuffe Parade. 

The meeting started 
off on a very good note 
with a charming witty and 
engaging speech by Lioness 
Jaloo Behramfram. Mrs. 
Behramfram appreciated 
Mrs. Arnavaz Mistry’s work 
and stated that her efforts go 
‘beyond dedication’. She even 
wrote a little poem: 

“Always give a helping hand

A word of love and smile

Support the soul beside you walk

Across each weary mile

For love will cause the sun to shine

And everywhere you go 

The painful thorns will be reduced

And roses will bloom and grow.”

Lion Babu Shetty,  a 
founder member of the 
Club came forward and 
also said a few words about 
how delighted he was to be 

present. Mrs. Arnavaz 
Mistry’s speech was more 
than an eye opener and 
she mentioned the various 
ways in which the money 
donated is put to use. She 
told the guests that love, 
time and support is what 
the residents of the Ward 
need most. Freyan was 

glad to be a part 
of the forum  and 

Lions Club Concept 
of being a bridge for 
good causes. 

The Lion roars at 
J. J. Parsi Ward

b d

Contd. on Pg. 14
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The Bombay Parsee 
Association (BPA) 
paid homage to Sir 

Hormusji Cowasjee Dinshaw 
(Adenwalla) on his 156th 
Birth Anniversary on April 
4, 2013 at 9 am President 

Vispi S. Dastur garlanded 
the statue of Sir Hormusji 
at Veer Nariman Road on 
behalf of The BPA. Others 
who garlanded the statue 
were Saroosh Cowasjee 
Dinshaw, Jehangir Patel, Adi 
Mehta, Cmde. Aspi Marker 
and Rustom Cooper. 

Dastur mentioned the 
highlights of Hormusji’s life 
and achievements. Hormusji 
was the Founder Patron 
of the BPA and Founder 
President of the Iran League. 
His great grandsons Saroosh 
Cowasjee Dinshaw and 
Jehangir Patel (Editor of 
Parsiana) mentioned how 
the family had established 
the business and helped 

Mahatma Gandhi. Others 
who also spoke included Mr. 
Khojeste Mistree, Trustee 
BPP, Godrej Dotivala, PRO 
- BPP, Cmde. Aspi Marker, 
N.M., Mr. Adi Mehta, 
President FOZAWAC and 

Marzban Giara. 
Floral tributes were 

also paid on behalf of 
the BPA, Iran League, 
Cowasjee Dinshaw Trust, 
Navsari Parsee Association, 
Municipal Corporation of 
Greater Mumbai. Others 
present included Freny 
Adi Jehangir great grand 
daughter of Sir Hormusji, 
and other members of 
the Adenwalla family 
Shernaaz and Baji Avari, 
Aloo Shroff, Tehmina Peer, 
Rusi Bhumgara, Parveen 
Sidhwa, Dara Challa and 
Er. Aspandiar Dadachanji 
led the Humbandagi. 
Snacks boxes were provided 
courtesy Cmde. Marker.

The Bombay Parsi Association 
Pays Homage To 

Sir Hormusji Cawasji Dinshaw (Adenwalla) 
On His 156th  Birth Anniversary

together with varanda area 
which is likely to be included, 
then each tenant will have 

almost 35% more carpet area 
than their present carpet area. 
Let us not be greedy. There 
can be no better offer than this.  
Secondly, no resident will be 
asked to move in the transit 
accommodation. After the 

Tower. This is acceptable 
to all our residents. Third 
important issue is of Corpus 
Fund built for existing tenants 
to pay the future outgoings. 
It has been proposed that 
all the existing tenants 
continue to contribute upto 
certain period, double their 
present Rent & Outgoings, 
the rest will be taken care 
from the Corpus Fund.  
Here, earlier the Trustees 
in their feedback, proposed 
20 years of Safeguard out of 
Corpus Fund. Recently, in the 
meeting dated 24th March, 
2013, they have stated 10 
years of corpus safe guard. I 
and majority of the residents 
do not agree to this drastic 
reduction of safeguard period 
of 10 years. We, the residents 
should unitedly tell the 

of corpus period to 20 years. 
In so doing, some of the 
luxurious amenities proposed 

can be curtailed and that 
savings can be used towards 
re-instatement of further 10 
years of corpus fund i.e. 20 
years. I am sure all fair minded 
Trustees including Mr. Nusli 
Wadia will agree if we put 
our proposal on co-operation 
and not on confrontation 
basis. Formation of newly 
elected Nowroze Baug 
Redevelopment Committee:  
It was a wish of the majority 
of residents of Nowroze Baug 
to establish a separate new 
Committee exclusively for 
the Redevelopment Project. 
On Sunday 14th April, 2013, 
the residents of Nowroze 
baug elected their block 
wise representatives and 
formed a Nowroze Baug 
Redevelopment Committee 
which has received a mandate 
from the residents to be their 
spokesmen and conduct the 
future negotiation with the 
committee of management 
of N. N. & R. N. Wadia 
Baugs and the Trustees of 
Parsi Punchayat. If further 
the committee is registered 
than legally it has the 
power to handle cash/
cheque transaction and 

 
The organizers of the 
residents’ Election profusely 
thank Prof. Rohinton 
Sahuraja, Dr. Yazdi Jasumani, 
Mr. Phiroze Taraporewala, 
Mr. Yasmin Amrolia 

who worked as Presiding 

 
Concluding now the 
responsibility lies with the 
newly elected committee to 
try and negotiate to increase 
the period of Corpus from 
10 years as suggested by 
the Trustees to 20 years by 
persuasion and negotiation 
and safe guard the interest of 
the existing residents. Ensure 
that when the Tower is ready, 
the proper Conveyance Deed 
is transferred to the residents’ 
committee/society and also 
the Lease of Land to be for a 
minimum period of 99 years.  
I am sure the Benevolent 
Trustees of Parsi Punchayat 
and Wadia Committee will 
agree with our persuasion 
then we have achieved 100%.  
Under the circumstances, 
I am sure over 90% of 
the residents will give 
their consent willingly.  
It is my humble request to 
my dear residents not to be a 
prey of false propaganda by a 
group of residents to demand 
unduly more and more. We 
get a new house, without 
going to Transit Camp; with 
a reasonable period of 20 
years of corpus guaranteed 
and house with 30% to 
35% more carpet area. I am 
sure the grateful residents 
would accept with thanks. 
Let us therefore work in co-
operation without having ill-
will towards none to make 
our Future Nowroze Baug a 
becon of light for our future 
generation. God Bless you 
All! 
Nariman E. Mehta

Contd. from Pg. 2

Due to an overwhelming amount of 
letters flooding in, Parsi Times has 
spilt over the Letters to the Editor 
section into our next issue slotted to 
release on 4th May, 2013.
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This week, a very 
concerned resident of 
the Dadar Parsi Colony, 

Ms. Silloo Marker spoke to 
Parsi Times with regard to 
health hazards faced by her 
& her fellow residents caused 
by radiations from the many 
cell-towers, (some of them 
even illegal and without the 
necessary BMC Permits) on 
top of some of the buildings in 
Dadar Parsi Colony. 

The EMF (Electric and 
Magnetic Fields) radiation 

from the antennas is allegedly 
instigating a number of cancer 
cases and other serious health 
hazards such as Alzheimer’s, 
Infertility,  heart problems etc.

The affected have decided 

this mammoth of a problem by 
starting an organization  called 
the F.A.C.T (Forum Against 
Cell Tower Radiation). 

F.A.C.T. focuses on  
creating  awareness of the 
dangers of excessive radiation 
from cell-towers that are 
installed on several buildings 
in the neighborhood. 

Since the instillation of 
these towers and antennae, 
residents claim that the 
likelihood of being affected by 

a fatal disease has increased 
dramatically. 

Dilnavaz Daruvala stays in 
a building within the colony 

of cancer cases, especially in 

installed with antennae. In 
fact, Dilnavaz got her home 
checked for radiation and 
discovered high levels of 
radiation on her balcony 
and traces of the same in her 
bed room and  living-room. 
She says, “We do not posses 
any conclusive proof to back 
us up on our claim, but this 
coincidence seems too strong 
to not be true.”

Sadly, humans are not the 
only ones who have fallen prey 

to radiations. Ms. Daruvala 
informed us that her dog had 
developed a tumor recently, 

probably after spending a 
considerable amount of time 
in the balcony where the 
radiation levels are high.

We also spoke to Mr. 
Gandhi of ‘Shree Samarth’ 
building. Mr. Gandhi said his 

wife Mrs. Harsha Gandhi was 
diagnosed with cancer in 2010 
after  a bunch of towers were 
installed  on  the roof top of 
the building next to theirs and

F.A.C.T of the matter
Cell Towers may keep us connected but does the destruction they cause outweigh the benefits 

of a clear phone line? P.T. Reporter Kaizene Mistry delves into the matter for more. 

Consider these facts:
In Dadar, the largest collective of Parsi / Irani Zoroastrians in the world,
Sohrab House has 7 rectangular antennas and 7 round discs at their terrace.
Coover Villa has 7 rectangular antennas and 7 round discs installed at their terrace.
“Shree Samarth” building, adjacent to Sohrab House & opposite to Coover Villas
In the last 4 years, this has been reported from the residents of “Shree Samarth”
Mrs. Frenny Kavarana was detected with Ovarian Cancer in March 2012.
Mrs. Harsha N Gandhi was detected with Ovarian Cancer in December 2009.
Mrs. Behroz Dordi had a recurrence of breast Cancer in 2010.
Dedhia House is opposite Sohrab Mansion
Here three Cancer cases have been reported
Mr. Daruvala was detected with Colon Cancer.
Mrs. Zaru Medhora was detected with ovarian Cancer in January 2013.
Dr.Todywala had a recurrence of Cancer and had to go for amputation of his leg.

from the antennas is allegedly

Contd. on Pg. 16
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I had always heard that 
Panchgani was known as 
the Paradise on earth due 

along with its high altitude 
location and soothing climate 
all round the year.

Panchgani on the occasion of 
82nd Salgiri of Choksi Agiary, 

which I met there. I unfold 

the collection of knowledge I 

Brief History: The Choksi and 

the Kotwal family had their 

Seth Nanabhoy and Bai 

to Panchgani. During that 

requested Seth Nanabhoy to 
build an Agiary for them. Seth 
Nanabhoy readily agreed to 
build the Agiary, if the Bedins 

for the Agiary construction. 

Parsi Agiary and Holy 
Atash to Panchgani. 
The Seth Nanabhoy 
Bezonji Choksi Dar-E- 
Meher was consecrated 

Dasturji Saheb Sardar 

Khan Bahadur 
D a s t u r 
N o s h i r w a n 
Kaikobad on 
Adar Roz of 
Adar Mahino, 
the 14th May 
1931. The 
building of 
the Dar-E-
Meher was 
built at a cost 
of Rs. 25000 
only. Later the 
f o u n d a t i o n 
stone laying 
ceremony for 

the Dasturji’s 
house which 
Seth Nanabhoy 
Choksi built 
in memory 
of his wife 
Goolbai was 

his 13 year old 
granddaughter Bai Meherbai. 

E-Meher building is stained 
glass used on the façade of 

building is surrounded by 
a beautiful garden with tall 

from the outside Main road. 

and Ms. Tehnaz Kotwal]

I reached Panchgani taking 

from Pune Railway Station. It 
was around 8.15 am on a cool 

down at the Panchgani Bus 

the Agiary was easy as I had 

road towards the Agiary, I 

walk following the directions, 

at a distance. The Main 

torans. I was warmly 

Bhandara who guided 

Parsi style wooden furniture. 
After a quick wash, I was 

of two eggs, bread butter 

tea. The warm and homely 

Paradise.
The Salgiri Jashan at the 

Agiary began at around 

of the Panchgani Zarthosti 
Anjuman. The Khushali Nu 

T a r o n i s h 
Kotwal. As 

recital by both 
the Dasturjis 
began, there 
was absolute 
silence in the 
Agiary Hall 
and all Bedins 

in attention 
towards them. 
The blazing 
holy Aatash 

there was 

which was celebrating its 
82nd Birthday today. After an 

the end of which around 25-

and they all stood in attention 
along with the two mobeds to 
do the Hum Bandagi on this 

this, the Trustees and Bedins 
took turns to offer loban to 
the Jashan No Aatash and 
bow down to HIS glory. The 
Anjuman had organized a 
round of snacks and soft 
drinks along with the Jashan 

by Ms. Tehnaz Kotwal and 
Mr. Jimmy Patel. The Trustees 
then went into a meeting and 
a few Bedins stayed back to 

to the Dar-E- Meher on its 
Salgiri.

in this Agiary was that there 

Agiary Hall including the 
Kebla Room and the Atash on 
the occasion of the Salgiri. This 

the original Trustees and their 

in these garlands were fresh 

nature in the hall. The Agiary 

well maintained. The credit 
of this goes to the Panthaki 

and to the able hands of Mr. 

this Agiary as a caretaker 
[Chasni wala] for the last nine 
years. In a short chat with him, 

Padshah has brought him 
here; As he is basically from 
Sanjan and had an illustrious 

career from being on the BCA 

during his youth to working 

Dyeing for 17 years and later 
working as a Caretaker to the 
J N Petit School in Pune. Mr. 

Padshah and thanks the 

The contributed Machi 

a few Bedins. Thereafter 
the Agiary was closed for 
the afternoon break. In the 

the Geh, there was another 
Machi offered by one of the 
Bedin families and the Atash 
Na Parab Nu Jashan was 

the blessings of the holy 
Atash. The warmth in the 

Panchgani, a Real Paradise 
Indeed.

I reached Panchgani taking

82nd Salgiri of Seth Nanabhoy Bezonji Choksi Dar-E-Meher at Panchgani
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Clearly
Clearly makes blog posts, 
articles and webpages 
clean and easy to read. Go 
to http://evernote.com/
clearly/ and download the 
very light extension on your 
Chrome Browser. Once it 
is installed, you will see a 
small table lamp icon on 
your browser bar on the 
right. When you are  on a 
webpage or blog which is 

and diversionary matter 
alongside, just click on the 

Clearly icon. And Voila! The entire webpage is clean and 
you can read it Clearly! You can highlight stuff on the 
webpage with a highlighter which is built in and also 
increase / decrease the font size. And of course, if you are 
using Evernote, you can directly clip the article right into 
your Evernote Notebook !
Truly, some material is quite hazy to read through, until 
you read it Clearly!

Joining the Parsi 
Times pages 
with some fun, 
i n t e r e s t i n g 
and quirky 
things to do 

online, is Yazdi Tantra. A 
Chartered Accountant by 
training, Computer Consultant 
by Profession, Entrepreneur 
Developer by hobby and 

Look up his latest blog www.
ConsumerResources.in for 
some useful resources, and 
on-lyne.blogspot.in for some 

RECIPE
Purveen Dubash is a chef with 
many knives in her pretty home 
kitchen cabinet. From TV anchor to 
educator to author she is armed with 
culinary skills to put your tummy 
into a hypnotic state. We are proud to 
present to you her recipes which have 
the unique distinction of being not only 
simple to follow but yummy to taste!

Ingredients:
250 grams boneless 
chicken (cubed)

chopped garlic

chopped coriander

green chilies
1 tablespoon Soya sauce
1 egg
Oil for frying
Sauce:
1 tablespoon soya sauce
1 tablespoon oyster sauce
1 cup chicken stock

¼ cup water
3 slit and sliced green 
chilies

Direction:

ingredients. Deep fry the 
chicken pieces.

dish. Remove the oil 
from the pan leaving two 
tablespoons. 
Heat the oil. Add the last 
six ingredients. Boil till the 
sauce is slightly thickened. 
Pour over the prepared 
chicken. Top with sliced 
green chilies.

Emotionally a time of  bonding. You may be starting a new life with 
your loved one. You may get something that you have desired for 
a long time which would be beneficial for you and your partner. 
Career wise you will act mature and see the situation as it is and 
make your decisions with precision. Advice - do not ignore your 
health. Stress can only make things worse. Do not brood.
Lucky dates – 28th, 30 April and 2nd May 2013.

You will get what your heart wants this week. You may spend 
a luxurious time with your loved one. Career wise you will 
have the right resources at hand to p,an for the future. Good 
time to start investments or something new. Advice - be 
weary of  people this week. Do not be too trusting.
Lucky days – 28th, 30th April and 1st May 2013.

Emotionally you will be drawn back to your past this week. 
You may be missing a particular time. Career wise it’s a great 
week. Plans will see fruitition. Success will be yours. Advice- 
be proud not vain of  your achievements. Live with dignity.
Lucky days - 27th, 28th April and 3rd May 2013.

A very good week emotionally. You will find true happiness and 
be in bliss with your loved one. Career wise it’s a week where you 
will give your current path a lot of  thought. This week may be the 
turning point. You may be wanting something major and hence 
it’s decision time. Advice - spend some time alone. You will find 
your answers in solicited.
Lucky days – 28, 29 and 30th April 2013.

Not a very good week in terms of  love. You will feel trapped 
and unable to think or make decisions related to your love life 
clearly. Career wise you will have loads of  fresh ideas on the 
front to implement. This however needs more thinking and 
time. Advice - do not be in a haste for outcomes. Justice will 
be served to you.
Lucky days – 27th, 28th April and 1st May 2013.

A good week emotionally. You will learn and grow in your 
relationship. You will learn to make things right this week. 
Your efforts will be appreciated. Career wise it’s not a good 
week. Avoid making any major decisions related to work this 
week. Avoid travel. Advice - believe I a higher power out there 
guiding you and you will be set free.
Lucky days – 27th, 30th April and 3rd May 2013.

There will be some kind of  petit arguments and a clash of  
ideas. However you will emerge victorious in your love life. 
Career wise it’s a great week as your ideas will be carried out. 
Some of  you may even have the pleasure to completely relax 
this week. Advice - spend time with your family. Invest and try 
to make your wealth grow.
Lucky days – 27th, 28th and 3rd May 2013.

A week which will be well spent with your loved one lies 
ahead. A fruitful week emotionally. You may even travel 
with your loved one. Career wise you will feel a pang of  uh 
satisfaction or boredom with your current state. Advice - 
listen to your intuition. You will get answers from there. Trust 
your instinct.
Lucky days – 27th, 29th April and 2nd May 2013.

A great week emotionally. You will win over the object of  your 
affection. It may even be a start to a very good relationship. 
Career wise you will turn reflective and evaluate where you 
went wrong in the past. You draw strength from your intuition 
and then proceed. Advice - be weary of  people. Try to banish 
the negativity around you. Be happy as much as possible.
Lucky days – 27th, 30th April and 1st May 2013.

Stars, Angels and higher 
Spirituality are all part of being 
Kermeez Shroff. See what 
the week holds in store for 
your root number. To get your 
root number add the digits 
of your birth date, till you 
arrive at a single digit number. 

eg. 25-3-1988. Take 25 only- add 2 and 5 = 7. You will 
hence read number 7. Enjoy!

9819221480
kermeezshroff@yahoo.co.in

 If blankets are hard 
and felted, shake 
them vigorously 
than hang on a 
line and beat them 
gently with a carpet 

feel will return and 

the appearance will 
be new.

 Fruit stains on 
silk clothes can 
be removed by 
applying ammonia 
on it.

 ‘Chhole’ or dry 
green peas will get 
cooked properly, 
if you add a little 
coconut oil to it 
while cooking.

Green tea 
originates in 
China, but it 

has become associated 
with many cultures 

throughout Asia. Green 
tea has recently become 
more widespread in 
the West as well. Over 
the last few decades 
green tea has been 
subjected to many 

studies to determine the 
extent of its long-
purported health 

evidence suggesting 
that regular green 
tea drinkers may 
have a lower risk of 
developing hair loss 
and stimulates hair 
growth. When we 
think of Green tea, we 
think of all the health 

have you ever thought 
about its effects on our 
hair? Green tea helps in 
hair growth. Drinking 
green tea can stop hair 
loss and stimulates hair 
growth. It has anti-
oxidant properties.
A high green tea intake 
Or Drinking green tea 

atleast 2-3 times a day 
also leads to higher 
levels a protein that 
increases hormones 
that causes male 
pattern hair loss to 
reverse. Never cross 
3 cups a day. Dont 
forget too much of 
anything is never 
good for anyone! 
Green tea also helps 
to soothe dandruff 
to a certain extent. 
Green tea is great 
to exfoliate the 

formed as a result 
of dandruff. A 
shampoo with green 
tea extracts will help 
to reduce sensitivity 
in the scalp and 

reduce dandruff too.
Green tea contains 
antioxidant properties. 
Antioxidants protect 

the cells from being 
damaged by harmful 
particles in the body 
that contribute to 
aging and diseases. 
Antioxidants can 
help keep your 
hair healthier and 
growing at an 
optimal rate too.
Green Tea can be 
complicating on 
which to choose. The 

plain and simple green 
tea is the best. I know in 
this heat to have green 
tea is close to suicide 
but compensate it for 
your evening tea and it 
will also rejuvenate your 
body in the heat making 
you feel fresh and cool. 

Easy and quick to make 
and simple in taste. At 

slightly bitter but after a 
couple of cups you’ll see 
how great and fresh your 
body starts to feel. Be 
careful against the green 
tea replicas available in 
the market. 
The best part after all 
this is it doesn’t have 
any side effects. 

Beauty 
in a CupAmbition 

without 

knowledge 

is like a ship 

without a sail.

y y
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No money can buy the feeling you get while giving away!
Right from the beginning, Parsi Times has focused on urging our Community to give back to society by lending their voices or 

Almost everyone has 

giving at some stage 

or giving of themselves to 

called  - the ‘love of 

inborn in them, like India, 

in one form or the other 

is the tradition of 

feeding Brahmins, charity 

sects of Christians, there is 

The Jains are notable for 

are: 

These seven qualities 

to the Ford Foundation for 

into the hands of tycoons 

laid across the continent, 

no match for Carnegie, in 
terms of his far-sightedness 

have decided that furthering 

Indian in his day and yearned 
to bring India into the comity 

giving some food here and 

not go far in relieving the 

advances a nation or a 
community is not so much to 

to make them of the greatest 

this end he established the 

encouraging bright Indian 
students to go abroad for 

of today as human resources, 

Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching 

different countries and goes 

that resulted in making India, 

establishment of the Tata 
Institute of Fundamental 

can see only the beginning; 

cannot match the resources 
of these foundations, there 
is something every one can 

is to encourage that and not 

Focusing on a country like 

is adequate to change the face 

of efforts from individuals, 

industrialists and foundations 

substantial, they decided to 

other American billionaires to 

in their lifetime, others on 

country, the main cause of it 

In this book I have dealt 

till recently advanced in 

not making any substantial 

because there could be 

not have the time to devote 

there is nothing one can 

R. M. Lala

- Rig Veda

Contd. next week
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P.T.: Monday 
the 29th of 
April is 
celebrated 
as Inter-
n a t i o n a l 

Dance Day! 
Are you 

doing anything 
special for it? 
D.T.: Yes we have organized 
a special Dance Therapy 
workshop for all our students 
across the 21 respective 
Centers across Mumbai 
which will aid in shedding 

inhibitions and instill a 
feeling of free 
abandon spirit 

which is the 
essence of dance.

P.T.: Why 
is dance 

important to 
incorporate into 

one’s life and how 
can everyone do it in 

even the smallest way? 
D.T.: Dance is as 

important as breathing in 
today’s day and age and 

the earlier we turn towards 

it for enjoyment the faster 

minutes 3 times a week and 
the feel of the adrenaline 
pulsating through your body 
will draw you like a magnet 

yourself is more important 
than anything else..

P.T.: Old aunties and uncles 
dance away at all our 
functions! What do you think 
about that? 
D.T.: Parsi culture is 
synonomous with merriment 
and joy and living without 
a care in the world and 
somewhere dance is an 
extension of that as it serves as 
a release from our mundane 
day to day routine...there is 
much to learn from our older 
generation who never miss an 

Let’s do the Macarena
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Dance is something we bawas know all about. We’re always looking for a reason to put on our dancing 
shoes and have fun. This weekend P.T. is happy to give you a reason to kick back and dance as we 
celebrate International Dance Day with Diana Tyagi owner of Star Dance and Fitness Academy. Read on as 

we chat with the lady that get Parsi kids moving and grooving.

Rape has become hugely publicized due to the frequent attacks on women. As a 
citizen how could you contribute to the society to help solve the problem?

Meherukh Postwalla, 40 yrs, Pune.
Rallies should be one of the ways that people could 
be made aware of what is happening around them. 
The main thing would be to introduce sex education 
early in life. We as parents are very shy to talk 
about this openly to our children and so through sex 
education they will be aware of what is right and what 
is wrong as well as the good touch and bad touch. Once 
you know that the person has committed this crime he 
should be punished severely and immediately.
Roshni Vaid, 41 yrs, Andheri.
Basically, I have two girls, one six and the other two 
and a half and the school itself is getting them aware 
of the good touch and bad touch. The 1st step would 
always be to be aware of your own body. This should 
be reinforced by both parents as well as school.
Kashmira , 43 yrs, Khareghat Colony.
Long term solutions cannot be achieved by slogan 
shouting and blaming the Government. We must begin 
from our home. Treat daughters and sons equally and 
teach them to respect the opposite gender.
Keki Mobaraka, 84 yrs, Dahanu.
The society can be helped only when the parents correct 
their own children. The girls should wear decent clothes 
and behave themselves.
Abaan Golwalla, 54 yrs, Rustom Baug.
On my side, I am helping out girls and teaching them 
self defense. I have already taught at Christ Church 

College. I think I am doing my bit as far as this issue 
is concerned but the Government and the police 
aren’t doing anything. In Eastern countries its death 
immediately, for such crimes. Here they are kept in jail, 
offered home cooked food and the poor girl is suffering 
and undergoing such an ordeal that it is unimaginable. 
Action should be taken immediately as in Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, Dubai, etc.

Nikav Bharucha, 19 yrs, Dadar.
Mainly rape which takes place in India is because of 
the upbringing of the people. There’s always been a 
notion that boys can do anything they want, which is 

completely wrong. And as a citizen I can help by knowing what is right from 
wrong and thus doing the correct thing. You cannot change the mentality 
of others and thus everyone should be responsible for themselves and their 
actions.
Natasha Bana, 20 yrs, Tardeo

But later I would realize that practically the most I could do was condemn 
the act by lending my full support to the victim. On an individual level I 
would make sure I am aware and safe because my safety is of the utmost 
concern to me. And at all times I would make sure my parents know about my 
whereabouts so that in case of an emergency they can immediately contact me 

Rape’ so I would take precautions at my end to not provoke the same.
Yohan Lala, 19 yrs, Dadar Parsi Colony
As for me I don’t think there is much we can do in this case, but yes if I 
personally see someone teasing a girl I would approach and question him and 
if I feel that the situation is getting out of hand I would even call the cops.
Zubbin Majjoo, 19 yrs, Byculla.
This is a very delicate topic having many complicated reasons, which give 
rise to such cowardice and one of the top reasons are desperation and lack 
of education. It is a vicious cycle in which sadly, the women suffer. The only 
way of solving it is to tap its roots, for example sex education and strict action 
against to the accused. There are many more, if all these issues are tackled 
together then may be in the long run these unfortunate events will die out.
Kayzad Kuka, 19 yrs, Dadar Parsee Colony.
My take here would be that justice should be given faster. And who so ever 
it is, if the person is proved he should be punished immediately. I personally 
feel that a single individual guilty wouldn’t be able to do as much as a whole 
group or country can.

cingcccininng
s we s weewe 
n asn asas

opportunity to shake a leg at 
any joyous occassion....
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Pharnaces I succeeded Mithridates IV to 
the  Pontic throne 190 BC. It is not known 
whether he was the son of Mithridates 

IV or his brother.  Many writers believe that he 
that he was the younger brother of Mithridates, 
born and bred in the Kingdom of Pontus. In 

around 197 BC he threw the Greeks 
in turmoil by seizing the Hellenic town of Sinope. He also got himself involved 
in disputes with his neighbours, King Eumenes II of Pergamon and with king 
Ariarathes IV of Cappadocia. Embassies were dispatched to Rome by both the 
sides but before they could return Pharnaces attacked Eumenes II and Ariarathes 
IV with a large force but very soon the hostilities had to be suspended due to the 
arrival of the Roman Deputies appointed and sent by the Roman Senate to look 
into the disputes. 

Meetings started at Pergamon to negotiate the demands of both the sides.  
Roman Deputies rejected all the demands of Pharnaces as unreasonable, as a 
result, Pharnaces renewed the hostilities that continued of and on for several 

forces of Eumenes II and Ariarathes IV, Pharnaces sued for peace with the help 
of Romans.  In the bargain, he had to give up all the conquered territories in 
Galatia and Paphlagonia with the exception of Sinope, which he had already 
named Pharnaceia, after himself. Eumenes and Ariarathes would have conquered 
Pontus, had not Romans interfered and ordered them to withdraw. Eventually 

into a new treaty of perpetual peace. 
Late in his life, Pharnaces married Princess Nysa. She was either daughter 

or the grand-daughter of Antiochus III. This marriage was a political move to 
counteract Rome from spreading far into Asia. 
Pharnaces-I died in 169 BC.

Discovering herself is a big 
part of the life mission for 
Parinaz Billimoria. To be 
able to do so, this pretty 
Mumbai girl buries herself 
in Self-Awareness books 
and has taken courses on 
Colour Therapy and Chakra 
Healing.
A spiritual girl, she admits 
that her passion lies in 
demystifying the secrets to 
a beautiful life through her 
soulful words and some 
loving gyaan that she has 
gathered over the years. 
Writing is not a choice of 
words but the decision of 
her emotions.
Parinaz has also completed 
Law, Business Management 
and Diploma.

My throat is chocked.
I want to talk,
scream and shout,
louder than the super-powers.
I am holding the grudge,
the pain and the brunt.

Curves on the hill,
breaking my will.
Up and down,
little smile and lots of frown.
Let me live.
Let me be free.
But my soul is ardent.
Giving up and giving in.

No one is besides me.
No one, no one.
All alone in the darkness.
I blame myself, cry aloud.
I hold myself tight,
as if I am a shining light.
I throw my entire vent out.
It is an unusual feeling.
The moment has set me free.

The need for someone.
The need to talk - disappears.
The need is me.
That someone is me.
My own little scared self.
My own little sacred self.

I talk and listen - to me.
I am my best friend. 

It was after a very long 
time, I would say a year 
and a half that my friends 

and I got together again. The 
last time was in a wedding at 
Albless Baug, but today was 
in a Navjote at Cama Baug. 
When we meet, we drink a lot, 
make a nuisance of ourselves, 
get scolded by our wives but 
we enjoy the evening. The 
booze is always free on such 
occasions, hence the limit to 
our drinking is the distance 
between the earth and the 
moon. When I am not with 
my friends at a Wedding or 
Navjote, I am a responsible 
drinker.

“It has been long since we 
got together guys, we should 

meet more often and not wait 
for weddings and Navjotes.” 
Said I, shaking hands with 
each of them from left to 
right and then hugging each 
of them from right to left. I 
had downed two Parsi pegs 
already.

“We can just meet up at 
anyone’s house, why wait for 
an occasion.” Said my friend 
who never drinks.

“My house is open for you 
all any time except Tuesdays. 
That is the day my in-laws visit 
us. Also you guys must get 
your own Nakhva no saman, 
as I do not keep any.” Said my 
friend who never drinks, even 
soft drinks.

“Good idea, but who 
takes responsibility to get the 
booze?” Asked my friend, 
who never drinks in his wife’s 
presence and he was having a 
blast today.

“I would say you two 
should share the cost as you 
two do not drink and are an 
insult to the Parsis.” I said, 

half way down my third Parsi 
peg.

“Oh shut up. That is not 
fair, we all who only drink 
should share the cost of the 
booze.” Said my friend who 
always drinks and enjoys 
drinking.

“I agree, as I will be paying 

Agreed my friend who always 
drinks and enjoys drinking, 
especially if someone else is 
paying or at the weddings.

“Aaaarrreee, khai pee ne 
marvanoo yaar, we work so 
hard daily, let us get together 
and enjoy.” Said my friend, 
who never drinks in his wife’s 
presence.

“Look guys, we are Parsis, 
we always enjoy life. It is in 
our genes. We are not like 
the Pope and his Cardinals, 
who have to remain in the 

themselves to prayers always. 
Even our Priests can drink and 
enjoy. What a lovely religion 
ours is.” Said I, relishing the 

last few sips of my third Parsi 
peg.

“The Christians have just 
got a new Pope. And what 
publicity they had. Their 
church in Rome, St. Peters 

onlookers, journalists from 
around the world, TV cameras 
and the wonder of the 
chimney smoke. Wow, what 
a sight. The Cardinals lining 
up, the Media giving hints on 
who will be and who should 
be the next Pope and all the 
glitter and grand ceremonies. 
Just wonderful to see all that 
happening.” Said my friend 
who never drinks.

“Yes, I agree. I have lived 

Paul, Pope John Paul I, who 
died suddenly in a month, 
John Paul-II, Pope Benedict 
XVI and now Pope Frances.” I 
said. I viewed their installation 
ceremonies and their funerals 
were exemplary.” I said.

“How are you able 
to remember all names 

accurately with three pegs 
down, I wonder.” Said my 
friend who never drinks even 
soft drinks.

“We Parsis should also 
have a Pope too. And why 
not? A spiritual head of our 
great religion. Let us also 
show the world that we 
exist. Our race is unknown 
to the world around. Let 
us do something and make 
ourselves conspicuous. Let the 
international Press come here 
and give us publicity.” Said 
my friend, who never drinks 
in his wife’s presence. 

“I agree. We are a dead 
race. No one knows about us, 
we are a handful now. We 

Contd. on Pg. 14
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Iran, the land of our forefathers, the 
reason behind our mere existence. 
We grew up listening to stories 

from our grandparents about this 
beautiful land, but I for one never 
really understood  why they kept 
bringing up  old forgotten connections 
until I read this book. 

As the title of the book suggest, it 
talks about all the wonderful places 
we can see in Iran as Zoroastrian 
tourist. It is the 4th edition of these 
series, compiled by Mr. Aspandyar 
Soharab Gotla.

This is a go to book for all things 
Iran. It lists all the beautiful places to 
see in Iran. It also tells us about the 
country’s  history, geography  and 
culture, making us all feel a deep 
connection to our old motherland. 
The book gives us many little details 
about the country that will help round 
of our cultural experience. Mr. Gotla 
has gone above and beyond to help us 
understand the culture of the people 
by mentioning little details that can 
help us during our stay in the country.

The book is like a little window 
into our former homeland that still 
bares the mark of our beautiful and 
loving Community.

Book Review
Guide to Zarthoshtrian 
Historical Places In Iran

Compiled by Aspandyar Sohrab Gotla
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need to make our presence felt. Let 
this be an event just like the one at 
the Vatican.” Said my friend who 
always drinks and enjoys drinking.

“We have six great Priests as 
Dasturs. One amongst them must be 
made Pope.” Said friend who never 
drinks, even soft drinks.

“Great idea. We can all vote and 
elect one of them as our Pope.” Said 
my friend, who never drinks in his 
wife’s presence. 

“Oh you guys. Think before you 
let the whisky in your gut speaks. 
Elections will again bring in false 
promises, posters, speeches, the 
free dinners and make these learned 
Dasturs pitch one against the other. 
It will again be mudslinging and 
lead to Parsi against Parsi.” Said 
my friend who always drinks and 
enjoys drinking.

“It is fun yaar. I love Parsi 
elections. I attended all dinners 
along with my family, during 
the Panchayat elections, I saved 
so much in those months on my 
food bills. Can’t wait for the next 
elections. If the election of the Pope 
is introduced, I will again save so 
much on food bills.” Said my friend 
who always drinks and enjoys 
drinking, especially if someone else 
is paying or at the weddings.

“I suggest that only Mobeds elect 
the Parsi Pope. All Navariars and 
Martab Mobeds only.” Suggested 
my friend who never drinks.

“But where? We do not have a 
place as large as the Vatican.” Said 
my friend who never drinks even 
soft drinks.

“We do not need that big a place 
owing to our numbers.” I said trying 
to explain to my drunken friends.

“All Mobeds will be given 
two weeks to be present at Flora 
Fountain, from whereever they 

white, walk with hands clasped in 
front of them, to the Central Bank’s 
huge conference hall on the second 

they have elected the Pope.” Said 
my friend, who never drinks in his 
wife’s presence. 

“All travel, stay, food and 
expenses should be arranged by the 
Parsi Panchayat.” Said my friend 
who always drinks and enjoys 
drinking.

“What about the Chimney? The 
black and white smoke?” Asked my 
friend who never drinks even soft 
drinks.

“We can ask the Bombay House 
authorities to raise their canteen 
Chimney so that it can be seen from 
Azad Maidan where all Parsis will 
assemble and cheer and pray for one 
of right Dastur to be elected Pope.” 
Said my friend who never drinks.

“As regards the smoke, we will 
have to be different. I suggest, Red 

smoke will denote failure of the 
Mobeds to reach on a consensus 
candidate, black smoke will denote 
intense verbal dual going on, 
which happens in all our Anjuman 
meetings, a blue smoke will denote 
a candidate has been selected.” Said 
I, trying to be different.

“Once the Parsi Pope is elected, 
we will have to dress him in a 
different colour robe, different head 
gear and He along with the other 
Dasturs will walk out of the Central 
Bank Conference Hall followed by 
the Mobeds to the Azad Maidan.” 
Said my friend who always drinks 
and enjoys drinking.

“The Press will go wild and we 
Parsis will shout our approval.” 
Said my friend who never drinks.

“We will erect a stage at Azad 
Maidan, very huge high chair, where 
the Pope will be seated and pass on 

of peace and prosperity for the Parsi 
Community. His word will be our 
diktat which no one can challenge.” 
Said my friend, who never drinks in 
his wife’s presence.

“Can we ask Katrina, Deepika 
and ShahRukh to perform on that 
occasion?” I asked foolishly.

“Hey buddy, it is your whisky 
talking, ask it to zip its beak. This 
is a solemn occasion, cannot have 
skimpily clad ladies dancing.” Said 
my friend who never drinks, even 
soft drinks.  

“Where will the Pope live? He 
will need an accommodation like a 
palace.” I asked.

“We will ask the Bank to vacate 
the Tata Palace and that will be 
the residence of the Pope.” Said 
my friend, who never drinks in his 
wife’s presence. 

“Wonderful. Just wonderful! 
Yeah, the world will know about 
the Parsis and their Pope. We must 
ensure he is on the cover of the 
TIME magazine.” Said my friend 
who never drinks even soft drinks.

“What will be the tenure of 
the Pope?” Said my friend who 
always drinks and enjoys drinking, 
especially if someone else is paying 
or at the weddings.

“Just like the Christian Pope. 
Till death he remains Pope. Also he 
will not be allowed to resign, even 
if different Parsi groups speak ill of 
him or attack him.” Said my friend 
who never drinks.

“I agree, though I would 

free meals.” Said my friend who 
always drinks and enjoys drinking, 
especially if someone else is paying 
or at the weddings.

“Long live the Parsi Pope.” All of 
us screamed, suddenly standing up, 
raising our glasses and emptying 
them bottoms up. This brought 
curious glances and a few sneers 
from among the other guests.

Contd. from Pg. 12

Contd. from Pg. 15

Gustad a bit shaken.
“Let’s go back” were the simple 

instructions.
 “Thank you God, no more Sali 

marghi for me going forward, I promise” 
said Gustad very seriously, just like an 
admonished school boy, as he drove back 
towards town.

God sighed and turned in his seat 

and continued in a deadpan tone-“and 
what about papeta ma gosh, dhan sakh, 
gosh na kari chawal, Jeroo’s classic 
keri kanda ma gosh, and the wazwan 
Kashmiri food you went with Roxanne 
for, on the 3rd of April to the Taj Land’s 

shorba, Kashmiri seekh kebabs, murg 
dhaniwala korma, Gaard curry, a 

Gustad stopped his cab to collect his 
jaw from his lap, and meeting God’s gaze 
said “You know EVERYTHING!!! even 
my Kashmiri food outing with Roxanne 
and my family; if You wish I’ll just quit 
eating food My Lord.”

“That’s not WHY I am saying this”, 
HE thundered – “What you wish to eat 
is a matter of CHOICE, when I created 
the Neanderthal man, I also gave him 
animals that he could eat to stay alive, 

right? Today you guys have evolved into 
‘homo-sapiens’, you have discovered 

reminds me, only 5 are used for cooking 
by you guys - the remaining 9,995 ways 
are used by humans for arson, killing 

bomb blasts and what not, I had created 
one more type in ALL your hearts - The 
Fire Of Compassion!!! Why do only a 
handfull  of you Remember This???” 

“Also in India - everyone seems to 

be working only on the principal of the 
rocket… nothing gets done until your 

God was at his accusatory best today 
and was really enjoying himself.

By now Gustad was debating whether 
to laugh or cry or just open the cab door 
and run, then realizing his thoughts had 
been read already, stayed put and God 
continued ---- 

“Humans have invented 10 trillion 
recipes worldwide for cooking all types 
of cuisines. … he choice is YOUR’s, to 
turn Vegeterian, Vegan or continue with 
your mutton dhansakh and catchuber!!!” 
ended God in his sermon to a now 
completely perplexed cabbie called 
Gustad.

Anyone who can demonstrate such 
compassion as the old lady for a pair of 
dying roosters, has the power to summon 
God to earth for assistance … and he 
came!… didn’t He?

“When do we leave for heaven My 
Lord?” asked Gustad, and God said…           

“Where do you think we have been 
for the last few hours?!?!” 

The factual  part of this writeup is 
the Maharashtrian lady who saved the 
roosters. Her name is Mrs. Lalitprabha 
Khapde. Mrs. Khapde has been visiting 
SPCA at Thane often, with various species 
of  ailing birds and animals as vouched by 
their President  Mrs.Majumdar herself. 
Mrs. Khapde, was felicitated for this by 
SPCA on the 3rd of April 2013.

 …Also Roxanne is real, another name 
for her is, The Tiny Taster……and she too 
was actually at The Taj Land’s End for 
the Kashmiri Food Festival on the 3rd of 
April 2013…….coincidence?

….the rest of the story is also true… IF 
YOU BELIEVE.

The cheque was given to Mrs.Mistry 
amidst lots of smiles and clapping. 

Snacks and conversation did the 
rounds. All the guests took some time 
to chat with the elder residents who had 
been following the sequence of events. 

It was very heartening to see how 
the oldies were being looked after by 
the hospital staff and Mrs. Arnavaz 
Mistry. We spoke to Donor Mrs. Shirin 
Balsara who was more than pleased to 
be able to do some substantial work for 
the Community and said “Everybody 

has a lot to give in life and is much easily 
given through money, but when you give 
love, attention and care to those who 
need and crave for it, it’s just bliss. This 
is where real happiness lies.” Mr. Vispi 
Balsara went on to say that “I always 
wanted to serve and help our people in 

authentic organization that I could trust. 
But now after being associated with 
Lions Club since a year I found the right 
association whom I can not only trust but 
they have also opened my eyes to the 
various organizations that help the blind, 
physically handicapped, old , etc. I am 
more than happy that the money is being 
put to use for the right cause.”Arnavaz 
Mistry proudly said, “Philanthropists 
are always there to help our Community 
members in need. There are so many 
Parsis who are always ready to help, come 
what may. They are always ready to give 
in charity when there is a proper cause.” 

Contd. from Pg. 05

The Lion roars at J. J. Parsi Ward
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There was a 
blaze of brilliant light 
inside Gustad’s taxi as he was about 

to open the door… and there he sat smiling.
“Come on, let’s move. I just dropped by 

to say Hi”.
“Hello God, Thank you for the honour, 

how have you been?” asked Gustad, as 
he drove the cab onto the road outside his 
house.

“Always good” said god and smiled, 

school and wants to do his MBA later. 
Buster, the stray Soli brought in has begun to 
resemble a handsome labrador, you too own 
3 taxis … How did all this happen?” asked 
God in his most innocent tone.

“God only knows how! “said Gustad, 
and both said “ LOL!”.

“I want to take you to heaven… it’s 

we need to reach Thane, asap (as soon as 
possible).”

Gustad drove to Thane without 
questioning. They saw an old lady, probably 
in her late sixties, wearing an old faded 
saree, looking exhausted, carrying a cloth 
bag in her hand. She was asking passersby 
directions to the “ghoda aspatal” in Marathi. 
God instructed Gustad to pull over and 
speak to her. She told him that she has been 
walking in the sun for the last two hours 
to reach the animal hospital, but no one 
seemed to know exactly where that was, and 
she also did not have enough money to hire 
an autorickshaw.

God signaled Gustad to bring her to the 
cab and drive straight to the SPCA camp 

the bottle of water Gustad gave her and even 
splashed some on her face generously, as if it 
was the most natural thing to do while riding 
in the backseat of a Mumbai cab. Now she 
was smiling and invoking her co-passenger, 
God to bless her savior without knowing she 
was sharing the ride with Him.

God and Gustad exchanged amused 
glances as they parked in the SPCA camp 
and Gustad helped the lady out of the taxi, 
still clutching on to her cloth bag.

A vet and her assistant came up 
and asked how they could help? 
The old lady put the cloth bag on the 
wooden table, smiling from ear to ear, 
and pulled out two injured roosters. 
She had found them lying outside 

over them, and when she saw 
they were still alive she dropped 

whatever she was doing , darted 
out with her cloth 

bag to carry 
t h e m ,  

with 
t h e 

ONLY motive of 
getting these birds 

immediate medical 
attention. And it had taken 

her more than two hours to 
achieve her single minded, 

COMPASSIONATE goal.
The vet and her assistant went to work 

immediately. Gustad asked them if this was 
a regular occurrence or rare? He was surprise 
to hear that “people actually come from as 
far off as Kelwe, Khargar,  Badlapur and 
even Ambernath, carrying injured or ailing 
birds, stray dogs, abandoned and dying 
donkeys, horses, even cattle for treatment. 
Sometimes the saviors are as young as 8 to 
10 year old children… sometimes 
they are as old as your mother”. 
Gustad decided to let that pass, if 
his mother was alive she would 
have been this age anyways.

 Gustad shook his head 
in disbelief, but at the same 

to have been a part of such a 

They decided to drop the 
lady home and all along the 
way she continued invoking 
her co-passenger, to bless the 
living daylights out  of  ALL 
people who are kind to the entire 

and her savior in particular. 
By now Gustad couldn’t 

resist sharing with her, “Aai, 
Bhagwan itej aahe!” (mother, God 
is right here with us) in Marathi, 
as he winked at God hoping He 
would show Himself.

She replied simply, “I’ve 
known that since the time you 
picked me up!”   

Gustad had a jaw drop 
moment when he heard that, 
but he regained his composure 
quickly. After they dropped 
the lady to her doorstep God 

question, buddy?” 
“Yes Sir, she knew and You 

knew, I didn’t. Where shall we 
go from here My Lord?” uttered 

One of our favourite writers 
(and not only because he 
always brings sweets to 

his lines and you are sure 

with rebellion … albeit 

a
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Contd. on Pg. 14

Box Cricket For Me!
You don’t have 

to be Sachin 
Tendulkar or Virat 

Kohli to enjoy a stadium 
like experience playing 
cricket! Make your 
backyard or your colony’s 
small playground into a 
fun area for box cricket. If 
you are not aware about 
this little invention, here 
is the deal. Box cricket is 
a mini version of the game which can be played in limited spaces 
using a tennis ball. Make a team of six players having one wicket 
keeper. Each innings will be of 6 overs. The rules are very simple.

The batsman will bat with one leg in the box. Non Striker must 
stand completely inside the Stump Box. One bounce outside the 
boundary line will fetch you 6 runs. Just like cricket, ball crossing 
the boundary line and you score 4 runs. If the ball rolls outside 

you score 1 run. While bowling, each bowler compulsorily bowls 
once. The bowler will have to bowl with his elbow touching his 
waist and move his forearm and wrist standing still in the box. 
Any movement of the wrist or the shoulder will not be allowed. 
The ball should be pitched beyond the no ball line. 

If the ball goes over any wall without bouncing inside the 

by any fielder on the first bounce with a single hand will lead to 

case of a tie, a super over shall be played. The umpire’s decision 
will be final. 

couch potatoes this summer and encourage them to channel their 
talent by playing box cricket. 
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If you make a concerted 
effort you can certainly 
lose 4-8 Kgs. within 

2 months. If you have a 
lackadaisical approach i.e. if 
you make no effort or give up 
soon, then sadly you have lost 
the ‘battle of the bulge’. 

Being overweight, you are 
at a risk of high blood pressure, 

cardiovascular problems, 
strokes, diabetes and much 
more. You are inconvenienced 
in almost every thing in your 
day-to-day life. Obesity means 
unhealthily overweight. Parsis 
love feasting; fasting - whoever 
heard of it?! The piling up of 
the kilos could also be due 
to ignorance and negligence 
over the years. Hereditary and 
hormonal factors play a role as 
well.
The Food Connection 

“Whatsoever is the Father of a 
disease, an ill-diet is the Mother”. 
This Chinese proverb is so 
true. 

Ask yourself a very 
pertinent question... “Do I 
know how to eat?” Don’t 
raise your eyebrows dear, it 
is not as simple as opening 
your mouth, chewing food 
haphazardly and gulping 
down the same. Yes, most of 
us do not know how to eat. 

People who eat right are 
seldom overweight. 

Here are some important 
tips on how to eat properly. 

“Pet per atyachar na karo”. 

Today we talk of violence 
against women, rape and 
child abuse. What is this then? 
It is violence by your own self 
upon your own stomach! Just 
ponder a while… 

NEXT WEEK: Some food 
tips and tricks to manage 
weight! 

EAT CORRECT!
Eat slowly. 
Take in small mouthfuls. 
If you are habituated to taking in big mouthfuls, then 
start eating with a teaspoon as you will be inclined to take 
in a small quantity. 
Chew your morsel to a paste like consistency. 
Your teeth, mouth, tongue and saliva are your own 
natural ‘mixer-grinder’. 
Take a small sip of water after every 4 to 5 morsels. 

and that your stomach and intestines have no teeth. 
If you have dental problems get a dentist to correct them.
Eating till you are just short of feeling full is the secret to 
eating the correct amount. Eat only 70% or less of your 
capacity. 

to the brink, will it work? Certainly not! It needs space for 

your mixer with big chunks of food, it will not work. The 
same principle applies to your intake of food. 
From the 70% if you reserve 30 to 35% for salads and 
fruits it would be ideal. 
To get the best nutritional value, eat your fruits 15 to 30 
minutes prior to your meal. 

Dr. Shernaz Avari, 
practicing Naturopath, 
with her youthful energy 
is a walking talking 
manifestation of healthy 
living and Parsi Times is 
thrilled to introduce her 
to our readers. Through 
this column, she will 
enlighten us about various 
medicinal values, yoga, 
natural skin care and 
other therapies to help us 
live a better life!

 four eggs and break them in a bowl.

chilli powder to it.

it is golden fry.

make small pieces of 
bread and fry them in 
oil.

of egg in a frying pan 
adding a little oil to it.

frying pan. 

cooked.  

 hot with toasted bread with a little butter on it.

CONTEST WINNING ENTRY! 
ARMIN DOCTOR’S 
MY RECIPE EEDOO OUR 

JUDGES

Roxanne  
Bamboat

Delna Palia

Viraf Patel
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ALL PARSI OWNED BIKES AND CARS FOR SALE PLACE 
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The members of F.A.C.T are tired of being victims of such an unfortunate situation and have 

the 28th April 2013 at 10.30 am at Mancherji Joshi Hall ,where they intend to bring this problem 
to the attention of  the entire city and hope to get some kind of closure.

right outside of their residence. Mr. Gandhi 

the Government planned to take in response to 
my complaint. Unfortunately, I got no reply.” 

Many more who were affected have also 

alone, but the BMC department has shown no 
signs of taking any kind of action. 

EMF radiations from Cell towers and other 
sources have become a major problem for most 
of us. The increasing number of telecom tower 
in the city does nothing to help this situation. 
The Government has put several restrictions 
in the norms for construction of Cell towers, 

however BMC is unable to implement these 
rules effectively and the common public suffers.

Parsi Times will be watching closely and 
reporting on the impact of Citizens taking 
control in their own hands at the F.A.C.T. forum 
and all their upcoming initiatives. 

Contd. from Pg.  07

P.T. also spoke to another resident Hoshang  
Lashkari, who tells us that his apartment 
is surrounded by towers on all sides .His  
wife showed many of the symptoms of 
being exposed to radiation like weight loss, 
insomnia  etc. The worried couple consulted 
several doctors and also had the misfortune 
of experiencing a cancer scare.

Pak-Iranshah Atash 
Behram celebrated 
its 1282nd 

Anniversary on Tuesday 

Adar, Mah Adar. All the 
Parsis from every nook 
and corner of Gujarat and 
Maharashtra made their 
way to Udvada to seek the 
Almighty’s blessings.

The day started off with 
a grand Jashan Ceremony 
by Vada Dasturji Sahebs, 
Peshotan Dastur and Dr. 
Hormazdiar Mirza, along 

lasted for about 50 minutes 
after which ‘chasni’ was 
partaken by the congregation. 
The main hall, the sanctum 
sanctorum was thickly 
crowded with devotees 

wanting to reach 
the “Kebla” to pay 
homage to the 1282 
year old Holy Fire. 
The Fire is referred 
to in our scriptures 
as ‘Puthra Ahurahe 
Mazdao’, Son of God. 

To consecrate 

required. One of them 

by atmospheric 
lightning. It is said 

for Iranshah was created by 
Dasturji Naryosang  Dhaval 
through the power of his 
prayers. 

The day continued with 

a sumptuous ‘khushali-nu-
bhonu’ at Sir D. N. Petit 
compound where a shamiana 
was put up to protect the 
people from the hot April sun. 
The luncheon was catered 
by the well-known caterer 
Mr. Todiwalla of the Mac 

Caterers of Udvada. He 
served Sagan-ni-sev, dahi, 
rotli, salad, mutton gravy, 
eggs on tomato and masala 
dal and rice. Also served 
was chilled apple-juice to 
quench the April thirst. The 
whole affair was very well 
organized. 

Vendors selling mint, 
lemon-grass, pickles, papads 

day.  All departed spiritually 
chastened and happily sated 
by the delectable meal.

Add a splash of colour to 
your weekend by checking 
out the new location 

of Gallery 7 at Kala Ghoda. 
Gallery 7 was started by the 
husband-wife duo Arun and 
Chandra Sachdev and is one 
of the county’s most premier 
contemporary art destinations. 
Post the shift to the new 
space, the focus of the Gallery 
team remains to encourage 
and promote Indian art and 
provide promising artist a 

credible platform to showcase 
their work. Gallery & walls 
have in the past played host to 
promising new Artists as well as 
celebrated many art legends.

Last evening, the new 

Gallery was launched by a 
well turned out gathering of 
people. The guest list dazzled 
with some famous names like 
Sushmita Sen. Musicians Ryan 
Sadri and Tala Faral added a 
tone of grandeur to the evening 
as part of the entertainment. 

Add a visit to the new 
Gallery 7 ‘The Moderns’ to 
your calendar as a must see in 
Mumbai. The exhibition begins 
on  the 27th of April.
Visit www.gallery7.com
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NAME: Shayan Bhathena
I WORK AT... Bling Entertainment Solutions 

Pvt. Ltd.

MY DESIGNATION IS... Agent
MY WORK DAY BEGINS WITH...  Tons of 

phone calls with enquiries for the people I manage.
I LOVE THIS ABOUT MY JOB... my Bosses are fabulous people 

that encourage us to take on a lot more than most organisations 
would. I also get to travel to amazing destinations and meeting very 

fascinating people.
WHAT I WOULD CHANGE ABOUT MY JOB... Nothing at all

I HAVE BEEN WORKING HERE FOR... 3 yrs
I HEAD TO OFFICE AND HEAD BACK HOME AT... 

10:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. but the job involves us being on film sets and 
also at events outside our office hours. 

SOME OF THE THINGS THAT MAKE UP MY  WORK DAY...
dealing with the celebrities I manage, their contracts for endorsments 

and movies, thier schedules. Meeting with producers and directors.
SOMEONE I THINK HAS AN INTERESTING JOB...

Freyan, she is the editor of Parsi Times.

According to mythology 
the daffodil was created 
when the Greek Narcissus 
drowned himself  after 
being enamoured by his 
own reflection. They are native to Europe, North Africa 
and Asia. They appear each spring.

Magical properties of Daffodils

Daffodils symbolically represent the energy of  rebirth. 
Planting them in your yard provides powerful protection. 
A large bunch put together banishes negativity. A 
bouquet of  daffodils brings good luck into the home 
as long as the bouquet contains more than thirteen 
flowers.

To increase positive energy and bless your home keep 
a bunch of  daffodils at the place you pray.

ZIA MODY
Zia Mody  is a prominent Indian legal 
consultant and a prominent member of 
the Bahá’í Faith in India. She is considered 
an authority on corporate merger and acquisition law, 

Mody’s initial education was at Elphinstone 
College, Mumbai. She went on to study law at Selwyn 
College, Cambridge University, followed by 
a masters degree from Harvard Law School in 1979. She 

as an attorney in the State of New York. She worked for 

returning to India to set up a practice of her own known 
as Chambers of Zia Mody which then became AZB and 
Partners .
Zia serves on various advisory committees of the 
confederation of Indian Industry, including its National 
council and its committees on Corporate Governance, 
Financial Service and many more. She was listed by the 
Forbes Asia as one of Asia’s 50 power businesswomen 
(2012). She has also been the recipient of numerous awards 
including the “Business Woman of the Year, 2010” by the 
Economic Times. All in all, she is one of the most prominent 
women of this day and age . 

The LockhornsMutt

This new 
c o l u m n 
c e l e b r a t e s 
the spirit of a 
winner inside 
each one of 
us! Each one 
of us has our 
own stage 
and our own 
spotlight and 
P.T. is thrilled 
to share it with 
the world! If 
you want to 
get featured 
in ‘The Pursuit 
of Happyness’ 
column, shoot 
us your details 
on contribute@
p a r s i - t i m e s .
com (SUBJECT 
LINE: P.T.POH)
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Roxanne Bamboat is a 
pint sized girl who enjoys 
reading movies travel 
and is obsessed with 
food. She expresses her 
love for all things edible 
in her food blog http://
www.thetinytaster.com A 
freelancer in her profession 
she’s able to spend most of 
her time sampling the city’s 
food offereings and reviews 
them as well as shares a 
few of her favourite recipes. 
More often known as The 
Tiny Taster, she’s decided 
to take the world by storm 
- one plate at a time.

This is an old lunch 
time favourite for most 
people who work in 

the Fort area of Mumbai. 
Ideal Corner is really 
on the corner of an old 
street in fort. It’s a no 
frills restaurant with 
simple decor, four 
adorable framed 
Mario Miranda 
drawings on the 
wall, and staff 
eager to serve you. 

This isn’t what you would call 
a traditional Irani cafe. It’s not 
a century old or serves chai 
and bun maska. Nor does it 
have dilapidated ceilings and 
paint peeling off the walls or 
an old uncle warming the seat 

a t t h e 
c a s h 

register. In 
fact, it’s 
got none of 
these ‘typical 

traits’. It is a 
regular small 

sized restaurant 
that dishes out 
some great Parsi 
grub Monday 
to Saturday and 
is open only for 
breakfast and 
lunch.

The restaurant 
has a daily 
menu along 
with a couple of 

everyday items like mutton 
cutlets, akoori, kheema sali, 
etc but everyday they have a 
set menu which comprises of 

c h o o s e 
from. Along with the regular 
daily menu they also have 
a separate Chinese food 
section. I’m not quite sure if 
Parsi and Chinese cuisine is a 

good marriage but I suppose it 
needs to attract everyone and 
considering we Parsi’s don’t 
take too kindly to vegetarian 
food (just about one veg dish 
on each day), I suppose the 
Chinese menu might entice 
them a bit.

There is no AC section 
in this restaurant and even 

aback thinking you will melt 
in your food, I can assure you 
that even on a blisteringly hot 
Saturday afternoon, you don’t 
need it.  Their restaurant is 

kept cool 
with a 
c r o s s 
b r e e z e 
a n d 
s m a l l e r 
fans next 
to almost 
e v e r y 
table.

T h e 
staff is 
v e r y 
p o l i t e . 
Ruefully 

smiling when I ask for 
akoori and they have to 
tell me they didn’t have 
it, and patiently even 

recommending dishes 
between the choices we gave 

them. Such a surprise because 
at most small eating joints the 
staff is only concerned with 
serving quick and seating the 
next table.

I had been looking forward 
to this meal as the last time I 
had eaten here was probably 
a good 8 years ago! The meal 
didn’t disappoint then and it 
certainly didn’t disappoint 
now.

The mutton cutlet was a 
delight. Firm semi oily cutlet 
(I’ve eaten MUCH oiler) with 

spice. It was just how I like 
it. The kheema with Sali is 
something I will always order 
and I enjoyed this one with a 
fresh pao. However I did feel 
it lacked a bit of spice in the 
kheema. The mutton pulao 
daar was surprisingly good.  
A Parsi style pulao with lots 
of soft tender pieces of mutton 
and a wonderful daar to go 
with it. I have to say it’s a treat 

to eat a well made daar. This 
one was thinner in consistency 

in restaurants but delicious. 
I think it’s probably exactly 
how a daar should be. 

I’m not a real dessert fan 
but it’s hard to come to a Parsi 
joint and not be predictable 
and order some custard. Sadly 
the caramel custard was not 
as ideal as I thought it would 
be but all is forgiven because 
overall  the meal was more 
than satisfying.

Most people rave about 
the fact that Ideal Corner 
prices are dirt cheap and that 
becomes another one of their 
many USP’s. However I think 
to call it cheap it slightly miss 
guiding but yes it certainly is 
well affordable and easy on 
the pocket which does make 
it an ideal eating joint. It’s not 
too far from our Parsi Times 

suspicion we’ll be lunching 
there more often now.
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IDEAL CAFÈ
Next to Yoko’s Sizzler’s in Fort.

Tel:- (+91) 22 22621930 
EMAIL 

idealcorner@rediffmail.com
TIMINGS:- Mon - Sat

Breakfast:- 9 - 11.30 am. 
Lunch:- 11.30 - 4 pm. 

SUN CLOSED

an old uncle warming the seat
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